
 

ImagineFX Collection 2019 PATCHED

during the christmas period we
are offering a special

subscription deal where you
can get everything from a

typical imaginefx magazine
subscription (each issue
bundled together into a

12-month subscription) for just
£8.96 and, if you purchase

after november 12th, 2019, you
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will also get the digital version
of the magazine within 48

hours of publication
(guaranteed on first download).

imaginefx is an inspirational
guide to the creation of art by
some of the most talented and

influential fantasy and sci-fi
artists in the world. youll find

hundreds of pages of artworks,
interviews, articles and
tutorials with new and

exclusive access to current and
former professionals who are

currently working in the
industry. you can find out

everything you need to know
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about: digital art methods and
techniques products and

software best artists, designers
and illustrators how to join the

fantasy and sci-fi art
community and much, much

more imaginefx magazine
offers access to: free digital

magazines instant access to all
our content exclusive video
tuition free tools and free

brushes exclusive, in-depth
colour theory top-quality

tutorials and demos insider tips
on artist news and more and

much more the content is
available as digital magazines
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and a printed collection called
imaginefx collection 2019. with
a price tag of only £14.99, you
can enjoy all the content in all

the issues of imaginefx
magazine for one low price. we

also offer a yearly digital
magazine subscription,

allowing you to receive all the
new issues of imaginefx

magazine as they are released,
along with all the artist
interviews, product and

software reviews and more.
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